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Cambiar LLC and Transition Strategies Merge 
Consolidates Position as Premier Consulting Firm to the Market Research Industry 

DURHAM, NC, September 5, 2014 – Cambiar, the leading management consulting firm dedicated to the marketing 

research, analytics and information industry, announces today that it has merged with Transition Strategies Corporation.  

The new firm will continue to trade under the Cambiar name and will be run by co-Managing Partners, Simon Chadwick 

and Michael Mitrano. 

Over the past 21 years, Transition Strategies has established a lead position in advising research companies in mergers 

and acquisitions (M&A), working with both sellers and buyers. It has also built up an enviable reputation for sound 

strategic management, operations and financial consulting to research companies. In the 10 years since its founding, 

Cambiar has become the leading strategic and change management consulting firm to the research industry, as well as 

establishing itself as a leader in senior-level recruitment, power skills training and M&A. 

“The fit between our two companies is extraordinary,” commented Simon Chadwick. “Together, we become the leading 

mergers and acquisitions consultants to the research industry, in addition to which Transition Strategies’ expertise in 

financial management consulting fills the last remaining gap in our service portfolio. Now, companies can use our services 

confident in the knowledge that we can help them in all aspects of their business, from strategic direction to execution in 

operational areas such as Finance, Talent, Marketing, Product Marketing, IT and Operations.” 

Michael Mitrano adds, “As the research industry grows more complex, the challenges faced by companies increase. By 

joining forces, we can offer better advice to our research agency clients.” 

Cambiar’s offices will be in Durham, NC and Pennington, NJ, with key staff also based in in Arizona, Connecticut and 

Minnesota. The firm’s clients include market research, analytics and technology companies of all sizes spread across 

North America, Europe, Latin America and South Asia. In addition, the company is represented in Asia-Pacific by Gordan & 

McCallum.  

ABOUT Cambiar LLC:  

Cambiar LLC advises research agencies and departments who seek to thrive in a changing, challenging world.  We identify 

the driving forces that impact your business and predict the winds of change that can reshape your assumptions—helping 

to confidently shape your culture, efficiently focus your resources, effectively recruit, assess, and train your people, and 

impeccably execute your strategy. 

Our partners have extensive “in the trenches” experience in all aspects of business management from leading global 

research companies to heading sales, marketing and human resource functions.  We’ve worked in small start-ups and 

large corporations, giving us the ability to say ‘’we’ve walked in your shoes.” 

 
Our clients range from large global firms to mid-sized national market research agencies to fast growing start-ups. 


